Vibration Generations Mechanisms: Flow Induced
Introduction
That sound and vibration generation and flow are correlated is apparent from a range
of phenomena that we can observe around us. A noteworthy example is that of sound
and vibration generation by a jet engine. Other examples are sound and vibration
generation mechanisms of various flow machines, i.e., fans, pumps, compressors, and
diesel engines. In all of these cases, the ultimate causes of the sound and vibration
generation are non-stationary processes in the gases and liquids involved.

Figure 4.6 When vehicles move at high speeds, pressure fluctuations are generated,
i.e., sound and vibration arises, due to the turbulent boundary layer of the flow field.
[1]
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Figure 4.7 The pressure fluctuations generated by the turbulent vortices are
responsible for noise both inside and outside of the vehicle. [1]

The basis for the analysis of these processes as acoustic sources is available from a
theory developed by J.Lighthill in the early 1950’s. Lighthill’s theory of flow acoustic
sound and vibration radiation is based on the assumption that there are only three
basic types of sources that are possible in a fluid, namely monopoles, dipoles, and
quadruples, and that all flow acoustic sources consist of some combination of these
three basic types. Lighthill’s theory also contains a justification of that assumption.
The justification is based on a reformulation of the fundamental equations of fluid
flow, the equation of motion and the equation of continuity, so that an acoustic wave
equation with source terms is obtained. These source terms motivate exactly the three
fundamental types mentioned above. A weakness of Lighthill’s theory is that it
ignores the interaction between flow and sound and vibration. In that theory, the flow
field is considered to be a given source that is not influenced by the sound and
vibration field it generates. That is never really the case, and a certain amount of
interaction always occurs. In some cases, that interaction can be strong, and
Lighthill’s theory is not applicable. An important example of that is the so-called
whistle sound and vibration caused by vortex shedding. In many cases, Lighthill’s
theory can, nevertheless, be applied successfully, and it is the most commonly-used
model for the study of flow-induced sound and vibration.
The physical mechanisms corresponding to the 3 source types, and examples of when
they occur, were discussed earlier in this chapter. Table 1 summarizes that.
Table 1 The three fundamental types of flow acoustic sources [1]
Source type

Physical mechanism

Monopole

fluctuating volume or
mass flow

Physical situation
cavitation, inlets and outlets
of piston machines (e.g.,
valves)

Dipole

fluctuating force

propellers, fans

Quadrupole

fluctuating force couple

free turbulence (jet flows)

Scaling laws for flow induced sound and vibration
In order to determine how the sound and vibration generation from a certain type of
source depends on the flow conditions, scaling laws may be used. A scaling law can,
among other things, be used to determine how much increase in sound and vibration
power is obtained due to a change, e.g., when the flow velocity is doubled. Another
use is to be able to rank the relative significance of the three source types, i.e.,
determine which type dominates in a given situation.
Equations that compare the sound and vibration power generated in a free field,
between a dipole and a monopole, or a quadrupole and a dipole. These equations
show that from small source regions, in terms of the He number,

Wd / Wm  (kd ) 2 and Wq / Wd  ( kd ) 2

(4.1)

where d is a length scale that indicates the size of the source region. To apply that to
the case of flow acoustics, we must first be able to determine whether or not the
source region is acoustically small. In other words, the wave number k must be
known. For flow generated sound and vibration, a rule of general validity is that the
frequency spectrum of the sound and vibration “scales to” (is proportional to) a
frequency fst, which is determined by a typical flow velocity U and a typical size d of
the source region, as

f st  U / d

(4.2)

That characteristic frequency fst, for flow generated noise, is usually called the
Strouhal frequency. The quantities U and d are to be chosen to characterize the source
mechanism of interest. Examples of that, for some different cases, are provided in
table 2.
In the first case (I), there is flow about a cylindrical barrier. Around that barrier, a
periodic vortex shedding begins at very small Reynold’s numbe based on the diameter
of the cylinder). That shedding gives rise to fluctuating forces, which correspond to
dipole sources. The Strouhal frequency is obtained by choosing U as the velocity of
the flow field and d as the diameter of the cylinder. The sound and vibration generated

is rellatively narrrow banded; except forr large Reynnold’s numbbers, it is a tone-like
soundd and vibratiion, the Strouhal tone, with
w a frequency proportiional to fst.

Figurre 04.8 For a cylindrical pole in an
a air flow, there is a periodic shedding of
vorticces that givees rise to flluctuating foorces. Soundd and vibrattion generated in that
way iis called a Sttrouhal or aeeolian tone. The
T sheddinng frequencyy is proportioonal to the
so-caalled Strouhhal frequencyy, which iss determinedd by the fllow velocityy and the
diameeter of the pole. That sound and vibration generation
g
caan be diminnished by
reduccing, in diffferent wayss, the regular generatiion of vortices. (Pictu
ure: Asf ,
Bulleerbekämpnin
ng, 1977, Ill: Claes Folkeesson) [1]

In thhe second case (II), a non-pulsatinng turbulentt jet flow eexits a ductt. The jet
corresponds to a distributioon of quadrrupole sourrces. The S
Strouhal freq
quency is
obtainned by chooosing U to bbe the jet’s velocity
v
and d to be the diameter off the duct.
The ssound and vibration
v
geenerated is bbroad-banded, with a frrequency coontent that
“scalees to”, i.e., is proportionnal to fst.
In the third casee (III), a proopeller rotatees in an othherwise still fluid, at a rotational
o the proppeller generrate time-vaarying forcees on the
frequuency f0. Thhe blades of
surrounding fluidd, and therebby constitutee dipole-typee sources. Frrom the persppective of
oes not movve through thhe fluid, thee time-variattion of the forces
f
has
a listtener that do
two ccauses: the blade rotatiion; and, thhe turbulencce in the floow fields arround the
bladees. The rotattion brings about
a
a perioodic time deependence. If all of the blades
b
are

alike,, the blade force
f
distribuution is repeeated every time
t
the proopeller rotatees through
an anngle 2w /K, where
w
K is thhe number off blades.

Table 0 Choicee of characcteristic veloocity, U, and
a
characteeristic lengtth, d, for
calcuulating the Sttrouhal frequuency, fst = U /d, in threee different caases. [1]

Case I
Periodic vortex
sheddding

Vorrtex sheddinng frequencyy fvs = 0.2 U/
U/d

Case II
Turbbulent jet
Harmon
nics of fst

Case III
Proppeller
f0 R
Rotational
frequuency
K

Number of blades
b

If thaat angle is diivided by a rotational frrequency 2w
w f0, the perriod of rotatiion, 1/Kf0,
is obtained. From
m that it folllows that thhe fundamenntal frequenncy, i.e., the so-called
bladee pass frequeency, becom
mes Kf0. The sound and vibration
v
from
m a propelleer consists
of a pperiodic parrt (harmonicc multiples of
o the blade pass frequeency), and of
o a broad
band part corressponding to the turbuleence contribuution. For tthe periodic part, the
ncy correspoonds to the blade passage frequenncy, and wee can, for
Strouuhal frequen

example, choose U as the peripheral velocity and d as 2a/K, where a is the radius of
the propeller.
Equation (2) can be used to estimate the size of the source region, measured in the He
number, for a flow acoustic source; the result is

He  kd 

2 f st d
  f st  U / d   2 M
c

(4.0)

where M = U/c is the Mach number. From that equation, it is evident that flow
acoustic sources are small, acoustically, for small values of the Mach number. For
such Mach numbers, equations (4.2, 4.3) can be used to give scaling laws that relate
the three fundamental types of sources to each other. Putting the He number from
equation (4.3) into these equations gives

Wd / Wm  M 2 and Wq / Wd  M 2

(4.4)

Equations (4.3) and (4.4) show that, for small values of the Mach number, the
monopole is the most effective flow acoustic source type; after that, there is the
dipole, and least effective as a radiator is the quadrupole. Besides ranking the sources,
it is also of interest to know how the radiation from each type of source depends on
the state of the fluid. Scaling laws that describe that can be obtained by first studying
the monopole, and thereafter applying equations (4.2, 4.3). For the monopole,
according to equation (4.5),
~
Wm   0 ck 2 Q02

(4.5)

where the volume flow Q scales as follows:
~
Q  hastighet  area  Ud 2 .

~

Putting that into equation (4.5) gives Wm   0 ck 2 Q02   0 c(kd ) 2 U 2 d 2 ; moreover, the
wave number satisfies k 

2 f st 2 U

c
cd

, so that

Wm   0 d 2U 4 c

(4.6)

Making use of equations (4.2, 4.3), the corresponding expression for a dipole is

Wd   0 d 2U 6 c 3

and for a quadrupole,

Wq   0 d 2U 8 c 5

(4.7)

(4.8)

The equations (4.5) to (4.8) only describe how the motion of the flow field,
characterized by the velocity U, can be converted into sound and vibration.
Physically, that means that these scaling laws describe how the kinetic energy in a
flow field is converted to sound and vibration energy. For cases in which there are
other energy sources in the flow field, e.g., thermal sources caused by combustion,
more complicated scaling laws are required.
Equation (4.8) is the best known result from Lighthill’s theory, and is usually called
Lighthill’s U10-law. For low Mach-numbers, that result describes the sound and
vibration radiat-ion from a jet in which thermal effects are negligible (a so-called cold
jet). Although the equation, as derived, is limited to low Mach numbers, Lighthill
assumed that it could also be applied to jet engines of airplanes. A number of
experimental investigations have confirmed that assumption; see figure 30. In fact,
equation (4.8) works up to a Mach number of about 1.5. The insight that jet noise
follows the U10-law has been an important factor in the development of quieter jet
engines. The strong velocity-dependence implies that noise can be effectively reduced
by reducing the engines’ thrust velocities. By simultaneously increasing the area, that
reduction is possible without reducing the total thrust.
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Figure 4.9 Velocity dependence of the sound and vibration generation from jet and
rocket engines, from Chobotov & Powell, 1957. Note that the sound and vibration
power is corrected for the size d of the sources by the scaling law given by equation
(4.8).

As is evident from figure 4.10, the exponent of the velocity dependence falls off, and
the sound and vibration power radiated is proportional to U3 for very high thrust
velocities. An explanation for that is that if the kinetic energy is the main energy
reserve for sound and vibration generation, then the available energy per unit volume
in a jet is w0U2/ 2. That implies that the available power, corresponding to the outflow
of kinetic energy per unit area at the outlet of the jet engine, increases as w0U3/ 2. In
the limit of high velocities, the maximum sound and vibration power that can be
generated must asymptotically approach the curve for the available power, i.e., must
grow at a rate proportional to the third power of the thrust velocity.

Figurre 4.10 By reducing
r
thee velocity difference
d
(ggradient) in the mixing zone, the
soundd and vibbration radiiation of the
t
jet caan be reduuced. (Pictu
ure: Asf,
Bulleerbekämpnin
ng, 1977, Illuustrator: Claes Folkessonn) [1]

The sscaling laws discussed inn this sectioon have beenn derived under the assu
umption of
three-dimensionaal (3-D) souund and vibrration fields and free fieeld condition
ns around
s
regionn is often ennclosed; conssider the exaample of a
the soources. In prractice, the source
throaat in a duct with
w flow. That
T
impliess that cases with
w cylindrrical (2-D) sound
s
and
vibraation fields, as
a well as pllane (1-D) soound and vibbration fieldds, are also of
o interest.
For thhe case of a duct, for insstance, a planne wave souund and vibrration field iss obtained
at low
w frequenciees; see chaptter 8. If an analysis
a
correesponding too that carriedd out here
is appplied to the cases of 1- and 2-D souund and vibrration fields.. A summaryy of these
scalinng laws, forr sound andd vibration fields
f
of arbbitrary dimeension, is prrovided in
table 4.
Table 01 Flow induced
i
souund and vibrration. Scaliing laws forr sound and vibration
poweer in sound and vibratioon fields witth different dimensions.. U is a chaaracteristic
veloccity, and d a characteristiic length. [1]]
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Whistle sound and vibrations
In some situations, strong interaction can occur between a sound and vibration field
and a flow field. Examples of such situations are vortex shedding around a body in a
flow field, or at a sharp edge. If the flow field is not too turbulent, the shedding is
primarily periodic, and corresponds to a certain shedding frequency fvs, which is
proportional to the relevant Strouhal frequency, fvs = w

fst. For cases in which the

vortex shedding frequency coincides with a resonance frequency fres, corresponding to
an acoustic mode or a structural mode in a connected system, i.e.,
 f st  f res

(4.9)

a self-excited acoustic oscillator can result. That condition is necessary, but not
sufficient; to actually bring about a self-excited system, a positive feedback must also
exist between the flow field and the connected system. When a self-excited system is
obtained, the amplitude grows until it is limited by non-linearities and losses. Thus,
this type of phenomenon can generate very strong tonal sound and vibrations, called
whistling and is normally non-linear to its nature. The high levels are often a problem
in a technical context. There are chiefly two ways to eliminate whistling sound and
vibrations. Either the flow is disturbed, and the degree of turbulence increased, so that
the periodic shedding breaks down, or the frequencies fvs and fres are separated by
modifying something in the system, e.g., the flow velocity, length, or stiffness.
Examples of situations in which whistle tones are generated are shown in figure 6.
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Case II
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Figure 4.11 Two examples of how whistle tones can be generated in a flow field.
Case I Periodic vortex shedding from a bar in bending vibration. If the shedding
frequency coincides with a bending resonance of the bar, a self-excited acoustic
system can arise. A practical example of periodic vortex shedding is that from a high
speed electric train’s pantograph (linkages extending from the train to contact and
draw power from the trackside electrical net).
Case II Periodic vortex shedding at a hole with sharp edges coupled to a resonator. If
the shedding frequency coincides with the Helmholtz resonance, a self-excited
acoustic oscillator can result.
A practical example of flow-induced whistle noise is that sound and vibration which
is generated by a garden trimmer. The operation of the trimmer is based upon striking
grass stems and thin branches with a thin nylon chord. In the flow field around the
nylon chord, there is a periodic vortex shedding that results in a pronounced tone.
That tone can be largely eliminated if the cross section of the chord is made elliptical,
rather than circular.
Wind generated tones arising from high smoke stacks serve as another example of
sound and vibration caused by periodic vortex shedding. The purpose of the spiral
shaped flanges that can be seen wrapped around such smoke stacks is to eliminate that
noise source by disturbing the vortex shedding; see figure 6.
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Figurre 4.12 Thee whistling sound andd vibration generated bby a perioddic vortex
sheddding from a smoke stack can be eliiminated by wrapping thhe stack witth a spiral
band..
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(Pictu
ure:

Asf,

Bulleerbekämpnin
ng, 1977, Ill: Claes Folkeesson) [1]

Finallly, we notee that the hoowling tone that is som
metimes generated by a planer is
causeed by perioddic vortex sheedding at ann opening coupled to a H
Helmholtz resonator in
the foorm of a cav
vity; see figgure 4.12. A possible coountermeasuure is to elim
minate the
cavityy by filling it
i with rubbeer filling.

w
rotatinng, generate a powerful shrieking sound
s
and
Figurre 4.13 A planer can, when
vibraation. That sound
s
and vvibration is generated by
b a broad-bband vortex shedding
alongg the edge off the planer blade. Certaain tones in the
t generatedd sound and
d vibration
are thhen strongly amplified inn the cavity of the bladee. That soundd and vibratiion can be
eliminated by fillling the caviity, and thereeby preventiing the ampllification. Affter filling
A , Bullerbekämpning, 1977, Ill:
the caavity, only a hissing noise remains.. (Picture: Asf
Claess Folkesson)) [1]
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